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Actuality

 Digital marketing, especially SMM is getting more popular across many companies around
the World

 Some organizations are moving to the digital marketing as more cost effective and
efficient way of promotion in comparison to a digital marketing
 The concept of Influencer Marketing is also adapting to the new realities.
 The idea of a new “idols”.

Literature Review
 Lee (2017) highlights the fact that companies have learned effectiveness of SMM and
make it as an important part of their marketing strategy. Today digital platforms are
becoming the main area of interaction with a customers.
 Meger (2018) in his article “Marketing in next 20 years” has stated that Facebook, YouTube
and Instagram is a great way how to be closer to customers. That a company can now be
more friendly to the customer, available 24/7, and even demonstrate more than was
possible 10 years ago. With a technologies like YouTube VR, now every customer may
become a privilege guest at the factory and explore the process.
 Johnson (2017) in his article of Journal of Marketing Management has stated that YouTube
platform should be considered as a major Social Media channel that provides companies
with various opportunities of communication with customers, like commercials, product
placements, educational videos, collection of comments and even product testing.

Literature Review
 The concept of Influencer Marketing is very familiar to all of us in the offline area: KFC and
Ronaldo, Britney Spears and PEPSI, etc. It is a "marketing of influence", when a loyal
audience is formed around a person, to which this person is broadcasting an advertising
message, states Nazerali (2017)
 In new digital era the Influencer Marketing has evolved from the period when a company
had to find a famous star, the face that was on every TV screen, to the period when you
have to find a blogger with the largest number of subscribers, which fits an industry you
are in. Purwar (2018)
 People right now are following their “Internet Idols”, movie stars are the topic of discussion
of yesterday. Bloggers are popular because the are one of them, they are closer to
customers. They build trust by sharing what is happening in their life. People today are
divided by followers not interests, states Rai (2018).

RQ and ROs.
 Research question: “How effective can be YouTube influencer marketing for
Uzbek companies?”
 Discover experience of companies in application of influencer marketing via YouTube
Bloggers, in similar to Uzbekistan markets.
 Investigate current level of influencer marketing implementation among Uzbek audience
and identify interest from local companies.
 Provide critical analysis of possible development of YouTube affiliate marketing for
Uzbekistan’s companies.

Objective 1

 According to Business Insider (2018) there are 1.8 Billion unique users of YouTube around
the World. People use YouTube for various aims: entertainment, buyer’s advices, news,
know how, how to fix something and etc.

 Official statistics of YouTube (2018) states that some channels have up to 63 million unique
subscriptions. It means that 63 million people recognize certain channel as an interesting
one.
 For the review of similar to Uzbekistan markets Russia and Kazakhstan were taken. The
search has demonstrated that - Russian and Kazakh YouTube audiences’ popular
channels have around 5.7 million subscriptions.

• Konstantin Zarutski a.k.a AcademeG
• 2.7 Subscriptions an 568,093,153 views
of only 460 videos.
• Started as a blogger in December 2010
• Has a cooperation with SaintPetersburg’s manufacturer of
automobile chemicals VMPauto and
Tinkoff Bank
• A campaign conducted with the Tinkoff
Bank has a result of more than 1 million
new credit cards opened by the
subscribers of the AcademeG channel
• On average, advertisement on
AcademeG’s channel costs from
$10,000 for product placement or
recommendation by AcademeG.

Wylsacom
• Valentin Petukhov a.k.a Wylsacom
• 6.3 Subscriptions an 1,277,314,444 views
of 1700 videos.
• Started as a blogger in July 2011
• has a cooperation with an online shop
Biggeek
• Cooperation of Wylsacom and Biggeek
has significantly boosted sales of the
online shop
• According Efir (2018), currently
integrated advertisement for one video
costs $12,900 at Wylsacom channel.

Any many others…

Around 250 YouTube Bloggers in RU-KZ Zone with more than 1 million subscriptions,
who constantly cooperate with various companies, like:
Samsung, Nike, 1xBet, Alfa Bank, BMW, Mercedes-Benz, Volkswagen,
OPPO, Huawei, developers of mobile applications, and others.

Objective 2

 In order to achieve this objective interviews and observations were conducted.
 According to Diyor Mirzaakhmedov, the chairman of the national Marketing Center. He
has stated that business in Uzbekistan is currently looking for the new promotion channels.
However, it might a little bit early for the influencer marketing done via YouTube, as target
audiences might not be watching YouTube that much. However, there are companies
that are using popular Instagram users.

Go.uz cooperation with RC Cola

Findings for Objective 2
 According to the observation conducted, majorly Uzbek companies prefer to publish
classic advertising on the local video resources, like mover.uz or mytube.uz. Expansion to
the YouTube is very limited.
 Interview with a representatives of RC Cola and Samarkand Darvoza have demonstrated
that their target audiences have a limited access to the YouTube as it is an external traffic
and might be more expensive. The overall number of YouTube viewers from Uzbekistan is
growing but it is not sufficient number to move to this platform. However, companies have
plans to pay more attention to this platform.
 Regarding the concept of “Influencer Marketing”, RC Cola used Go.uz as it was
mentioned before. Samarkand Darvoza tries to use famous faces that are more closer to
their customers, like families. Although, promotion through beauty bloggers is used time
after time for its merchandise stores.

Restart Service and Fors.uz

 Two interviews were conducted with a director and co-owner of the Restart Service Ruslan
Khudoberdiyev and director of Fors.uz Alexander Shishkin. The representatives of business
were highly interested in new promotion channels, as regular SMM not quite often bring
good results without payments.
 The decision was made to conduct an experiment. Personal blog about automobiles will
be uploaded to the local video hosting Mover.uz. It will contain product positioning and
”brought to you by”.

Data

 In order analyze the impact of “Influencer Marketing” on the consumer behavior data on
number of calls and visitors to the Restart Services was recorded before release of a video
and after during 2 weeks (as video stays in reachability of viewers).
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Additional data
 July 2017: 106 calls a week on average

 September 2017 (after 1st episode): 141 calls a week
 September-October 2017 (after 2nd episode): 218 calls a week
 First two episodes had 1700 views each.
 After the first episode there was a 32% increase in calls
 After the second episode increase was 106% in calls, combining effects of two episodes.

 We may conclude that conversion rate from 1700 viewers to real callers is 6.2% on mover.uz
platform.

Approach matters

 Entertainment episodes had more views (1200-1800) than informational episodes (300400).
 Informational Episode contained a direct product placement Yacco Oil (Forz.uz),
considering the low number of viewers, the results might be statistically insignificant.
 The experiment is in progress… (YouTube, Tracker, Malibu Turbo).

Thank you!

Any questions?

